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【As we start the New Year…】
Happy New Year!
The curtain has opened for the New Year, 2016.
The start of a new year, when the mind and body is feeling refreshed, offers the best
opportunity to set goals and plans with a new frame of mind.
Now, to welcome the Year 2016, President Niwano set forth the “Guidelines for
Members’ Practice of the Faith” stating: “This year, too, without being overwhelmed
by the complicated realities of our daily lives, we will find appropriate ways to focus constantly on
the things that are important. With this in mind, we will begin our dissemination efforts under the
themes we have each created for ourselves.
Let us clearly understand what Shakyamuni Buddha wished and then share it with others.
Let us walk the bodhisattva way (the right path for humanity) with the compassion and consideration
for others shown by the Buddha, our Founder and Cofounder, and by showing our basic human
qualities of cheerfulness, kindness, and warm-heartedness.”
I think this guidance has three parts: ① Have “themes” as we engage in our dissemination efforts ②
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Firstly, in regards to the word “themes,” the President is referring to both the short-term themes – for
しissues
さ指を地天、れまゆあ歩七に方四、てしそin our lives which must be dealt with now – and what can be considered intermediate-term
themes in our lives – dealing with how to live our lives as believers of faith and how to refine our
character as Buddhists who have received the Buddha’s teachings. Furthermore, he said, transmigration is expounded in Buddhism, and if we are going through cycles of death and rebirth, there must a
long-term theme to deal with purifying our souls.
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Next, regarding Shakyamuni Buddha’s wishes…
In life, there are things beyond one’s control and things that do not always go as one wishes. Shakyamuni Buddha called this “suffering.” This is the so-called “The four and eight kinds of suffering.”
We may think we understand in our minds that something is impossible, but in our hearts we tend to
pray to the gods and the buddhas with “hopes that our wishes will come true.”
President Niwano said: Essentially, we should study and learn “Make the Self Your Light・Make the
Dharma Your Light.” Allowing our own self to be the light and having the Dharma (Truth) be the
guiding light of that self is intrinsic to the Buddha’s teachings and Shakyamuni Buddha’s wish. But
somewhere along the line, we end up being persuaded to go in the direction of this temple or that
shrine to pray to be liberated. That, President Niwano explained, is taking a slightly different direction from Shakyamuni Buddha’s wish.
And lastly, the President gave us guidance in regards to walking the bodhisattva way. The Buddhist
perspective consider our daily work and our daily lives as being mutual donation. Because various
work exist according to demands by society, when we work earnestly, it is perceived to naturally become donation. This is the true spirit of Buddhist donation – not to differentiate between the self and
others and see all as one. What we are doing, just as is, is also benefitting others and is the true spirit
of donation. And donation is positioned as the first practice of the bodhisattva way. The most important point is that we do not make distinctions between our self and others, to put into practice such
spirit of donation.
As I reflect on and, here and just now, share with all of you the aforementioned guidance we received
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from President Niwano at the Training for All Ministers of the Organization at Headquarters in
November last year, once again, I am profoundly touched and overflowing with gratitude by the depth of his guidance.
We all are caused to live by one great life force, equally possess buddha nature and mutually receive the life of the buddha.
And here again, realizing that the President’s guidance emanated from consistency of heart that does not change from
beginning to end, I am happy, excited and my heart is filled with joy.
Now, my theme this year is to “clearly chant the morning and evening sutra recitation out loud.” I am so grateful to be
able to chant the Threefold Lotus Sutra daily that, at times, I find myself drawn into my own world, forgetting to think
about the meaning of the sutra and simply reading the words.
According to a doctor of medicine, the morning recitation refreshes the brain.
He said consciously using our body parts such as our hands, feet, mouth and ears will effectively wake up the brain
which is not completely awake. When we recite the sutra, we hold the Kyoten with our hands, read each word and verse
with our eyes and voice the words with our mouth which we take in with our own ears. From the neurological point of
view, by the input of the textual data by our eyes to our brain that in turn generates sound through words and is taken in
through ears, the information is etched in our minds. This process of gathering information through our visual perception・auditory perception sharpens the sensory organs. The brain is indeed being refreshed, isn’t it?
Since the end of last year, I have actually started to keep this in mind during my sutra recitation practice. There was a
time when I saw a verse in the Threefold Lotus Sutra I did not notice until then and thought, “…so this was what was
stated here.” My heart was so warmed by the Buddha’s compassion that I was liberated. This can be considered as my
short-term theme.
Also, as I had wished in my heart last year, when I devote myself to others every day, I aim to “perfect my own character” and wholeheartedly revere the many people I encounter. This can be considered as my intermediate-term theme, but
it is also my long-term theme.
Everyone, I look forward to practicing with you again this year.
Gassho
New York Center Minister
Etsuko Fujita

Topic for December
December 8th is Shakyamuni’s Enlightenment Day. At our Center we held the service on Sunday, the 6 th.
Shakyamuni attained enlightenment as result of various practices he had undergone after renouncing his status and leaving his beloved wife
and child behind. Through Rev. Fujita’s guidance, we had a chance to contemplate on Shakyamuni’s first words upon attaining supreme
enlightenment: “Wonderful! Wonderful! All living being, without exception, possess the wisdom and the virtuous signs of the Tathagata,
but they simply do not know it because they have attachments and illusions.”
We are told that we already possess the same virtues as the Buddha. Why are we not aware of such wonderful treasures? Our awareness of
our valuable self is obscured because, in our daily lives, we are bloated by our arbitrary illusions and attachments.
Let us take this Enlightenment Day as an opportunity to reflect on ourselves.
Yoshi
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12/6

Enlightenment Day
Service

12/16,17
Gathering
Ft. Myer’s Sangha

Schedule for new York chapter

January 2016
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

New Year’s
Day Service

3

4

Closed

Memorial Svc for
Founder

10

11

5

6

1PM
Sunday service
New Year Dharma
Guidance
2-3:30 PM
Study Session

24

8

New Year
Dharma
Guidance

12

13

1PM
Memorial Service
For
Cofounder
President Niwano
Guidance

17

7

18

19

Martin Luther
King Day

2-4PM
Area Leaders’
Meeting

20

Closed
Dharma Practices
at home

9
Closed
Dharma Practices
at home

14

15

16

9AM
Monthly Memorial Service
10AM
Steering
Comittee
Missionary Mtg

The Eternal
Buddha
Shakyamuni
Day

Closed
Dharma Practices
at home

21

22

23
Closed
Dharma Practices
at home

6pm
Meditation

25

27

27

28

29

30

9am Japanese
7pm English

9am Japanese
7pm English

9am Japanese
7pm English

9am Japanese
7pm English

9am Japanese
7pm English

1pm Both

1pm
Innumerable
Meanings

C.1,2
Lotus sutra

C.3,4
Lotus Sutra

C.5,6,7
Lotus Sutra

C.8,9,10,11
Lotus Sutra

C.12,13,14,15
Lotus Sutra

C.16,17,18,19
Lotus Sutra

31

2/1

2/2

1pm Both

9am Japanese
7pm English

9am Japanese
7pm English

C.25,26,27,28
Lotus Sutra

Sutra Meditation

Special Practice of
the L.S. Chanting

C.20,21,22,23,24
Lotus Sutra

